Green Lake Tree Walk

The Green Lake Tree Walk map is a project of the Green Seattle Partnership, funded in part by grants from the U.S. Forest Service's Urban and Community Forestry program and the City of Seattle, Department of Information Technology.

For an interactive map with photos visit: http://g.co/maps/hbf2s
Cedar is found in many places around the lake. With silver-green leaves on yellow twigs and pussy-willow-like blossoms. They can cast a dense shade.

Larches overlook the Northwest parking lot. A small group of six Japanese and two European Crabapples line the path, planted at the entrance near 77th. Their paired needles and grouped cones. Near the Northwest parking lot, a mix of Bur Oaks, Oak Hill, and Scarlet Oaks. Just before you reach the Community Center by the Aqua Center theatre area with their paired needles and grouped cones.

A grove of three young trees with sweet-smelling, star-like leaves turning bright red in fall. A small grove of six Japanese and two European Larches overlook the Northwest parking lot.